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6 January 2018  

Dear Jump Rope/ Rope Skipping community,  

Jump Rope Federation of Singapore (JRFS) is proud and happy to announce that we have officially 
been accepted as the Singapore Representative Member to International Jump Rope Union (IJRU), the 
sole International Federation (IF) for the sport of jump rope/ rope skipping globally.  We are also 
honoured to be recommended by the IJRU as the National Governing Body (NGB) for the sport of 
jump rope/ rope skipping in the Singapore.  We strongly believe in the mission and goals of IJRU and 
are excited to be part of the next era of our sport.  

As we embark on this journey, JRFS would like to share our excitement with fellow sports enthusiasts 
and jump rope communities around the world, and at the same time express our sincere gratitude 
towards your support over the years.  This membership application process was thorough to meet the 
high standards of the global governing body and it would not have been possible without everyone 
who has contributed to the jump rope/ rope skipping scene in Singapore!  

It is the immediate responsibility of JRFS to be a strong voice for our country at both local and 
international tables as well as begin coordinating plans to select and support athletes and officials 
representing Singapore in all international events and championships.  To nurture the next generation 
of athletes, having qualified coaches, judges and officials are some of our priorities. As such, JRFS 
will continue to organise good quality workshops and courses.  

Being the only recommended National Governing Body by IJRU, JRFS will continue the process of 
becoming the National Sports Association (NSA) by applying to the Singapore National Olympic 
Committee and Sport Singapore for their recognition.  

Now is the time for action and we are fully prepared to take the sport of jump rope/ rope skipping to 
higher grounds. As such we would like to seek continued support from all local and international 
organisations, jump rope/ rope skipping athletes and enthusiasts in Singapore and around the world to 
work with us to bring our sport to the next level.  

Sincerely,  

Mr. Don Lui, President  
Jump Rope Federation of Singapore  
(Member of International Jump Rope Union)  


